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Abstract 
Let S denote the class of 2-connected (n, n + 2)-graphs which have girth 5 and are not home- 
omorphic to K4. Chromatic lasses of graphs in S are determined in this paper. 
1. Introduction 
The graphs that we consider here are finite, undirected and simple. Let P(G, 2) (or 
P(G)) be the chromatic polynomial of  a graph G. A graph X is said to be chromatically 
equivalent o a graph Y, written X~Y,  if P(X,2)=P(Y,2) .  Trivially, the relation 
'~ '  is an equivalence relation on the class of graphs. Let (G) be the equivalence 
class determined by G under ',~'. A graph G is said to be chromatically unique if 
(G) = {G) (up to isomorphism). By Corollary 10.7 in [1], Theorems 2 and 14 in [4] 
and Theorem 1 in [6], we have: 
Lemma 1. Let H1,H2 be two graphs of order n and size m. Suppose H1, 112 have 
the same girth g and that each has only one cycle of length g. I f  the lengths of 
the second smallest cycle of Ill and 1-12 are different, then Hi is not chromatically 
equivalent to 1-12. 
Let G (°) be a given graph which is an edge-gluing of some graphs, say G1 and 
G2. Forming another edge-gluing of  G1 and G2, we obtain a new graph G (1). Note 
that G (1) may not be isomorphic to G (°). Clearly, G O) is an edge-gluing of some 
graphs, say/ /1 and//2.  Note that H1 and//2 may not be G1 and G2. Forming another 
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edge-gluing of//1 and//2, we obtain another graph G (2). The process of forming G (1) 
from G (°) (or G (2) from G (1)) is called an elementary operation. A graph G is called a 
relative of H if G can be obtained from H by applying a finite sequence of elementary 
operations. Obviously, G N H if G is a relative of H. 
In 1989, K.L. Teo and K.M. Koh discussed completely the chromatic lasses of 
2-connected (n,n +2)-graphs which contain a 4-cycle or two triangles (see [5]). Let S 
denote the class of 2-connected (n, n+2)-graphs of girth 5 which are not homeomorphic 
to K4. Chromatic lasses of graphs in S are determined in this paper. 
2. Chromatic classes of graphs in S 
Let G E S. Then the sum of the degrees of the vertices in G is 2(n+2) and deg(v)/> 2 
for each vertex v in G. By exhaustion, it can be checked that G must be one, or 
a relative of one, of the following graphs: 
, 
or>- fl>~ 4 f>-g>e,g>-3 q>~p~3 
(I) (2) (3) 
~.~ 3, I.t>-4 r~l >-3 ue 1, v~0, t~s~2, t+s~.5 
(4) (5) (6) 
For convenience, we denote the graphs (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) above by Gl(~,fl), 
G2(e,f,9), Ga(p,q), G4(2,/~), G5(r,l) and G6(s,t,u,v), respectively. From time to 
time, we may simply use Gl, Gz, G3, G4, G5 and G6, respectively, to denote the above- 
mentioned graphs if no confusion can arise from doing so. We also say that Gi is a 
graph of type (i), i=  1,2,3,4,5,6. Let 
1, if x=y,  
(~x,y = O, if x=fi y. 
temma 2. (1) If G~(~,B)~G~(~',B'), then ~=~', fl=fl'. 
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(2) I f  G2(e,f ,g)"~ G2(et, f t ,  gt), then G2(et, f t ,9 '  ) is a relative of  G2(e,f ,g).  
(3) I f  G3(p,q) "~ G3(p',q'), then p = p', q = q'. 
(4) I f  G4(2,/~) ~ G4(2t,#t), then 2 = 2', # =ktt. 
(5) I f  Gs(r, l) ,,~ Gs(r', lt), then r = r t, l = l'. 
(6) I f  G6(s,t ,u,v)~G6(st,  t u',vt), t> ls~u + v + 2, t'>_.st~u t + v' + 2 and u + 
v : u t + v t, then s : s t, t : t t. 
(7) l f  G6(s,t,u,v),,~G6(st, t',u',v'), u+v>~s, ut+vt>>.s', t>>.s+l, tt>>.s'+ l, s=s ' ,  
then u + v = u t + v t, t = t t. 
Proof. Let [wi]P(G) denote the coefficient of the term w i in (w + 1)2P(G,w + 1), 
where w = 2 - 1 and P(G, 2) is the chromatic polynomial of G. We use Table 2 in [2] 
to calculate [wi]P(G) in this paper. Let m=n + 2. From Lemma 1, we can easily 
obtain (1), (3), (5) and (6). From chromatic uniqueness of the generalized 0-graph, we 
have (2). We prove (4) and (7) as follows: 
(4) From Table 2 in [2], we have 
[w4]p(a4()~,p)) = (-- 1)m-4~2, 3 -~- (--1) m-2, 
[w4]p(G4(~. t,/2 t)) = ( -  1 )m--4~2, ' 3q- ( -  1 )m--2, 
Thus 2' = 3 and # =/z' if 2 = 3. If 2 >i 4, then 2 t ~> 4, #,/~' I> 4. We assume 2,/~, 2 t, #' ~> 
i/> 4 generally. Since 
[w i+1 ]P(G4(2,/~)) : ( -  1 )m-i-16;~,i + ( -  1 )m--i--16,,i, 
[W i+l]P(G4(2', kt')) = (-- 1 )m-i-16;,,i + (-- 1 )m--i-16~,,i, 
we have 4 cases to consider. 
Case 1: If 2 = # = i, then 2' =/z t = i. 
Case2: If 2=i ,  /z>~i+ 1, then At=i,  /~'>~i+ 1 (Lemma 1). So 2=2' ,  #=/~'.  
Case3: I f2~>i+ 1, /~=i, then 2~>~i+ 1, ktt=i  (Lemma 1). So 2=2' ,  kt=/~ t.
Case4: If 2,#~>i + 1, then 2t,#t>/i + 1. Turn to the general assumption. 
(7). Let s=st=i>>.2. We have 
[wi+Z]P(G6(s, t u, v)) = 2( -  1 )m-46i,2 + ( -  1 )m--i--Z6t, i+ 1 + (-- 1 )m-i 
+ (--1)m-36i,3 -{- (--1)m-ic~u+v,i, 
[wi+Z]P • (G6(s', t', u', v')) = 2( -  1 )m-46i, 2 "~ ( -  1 )m-i-2t~t,,i+l 
+ ( -1 )  m-i + (-1)m-36i,3 + (-1)m-ifu,+v,,i. 
I f t= i+ l ,  u + v = i, then t~=i+l ,  u' + vt = i. So u+v=ut+v t, t = t'. 
I f t  = i+1,  u+v>>.i, then t t : i+1 ,  u'+vt>>-i+l (Lemma 1). Thus u+v:ut+v t, t=t ' .  
I f t~>i+2,  u+v=i ,  then tt>>.i+2, u' +v '= i  (Lemma 1). Thus u+v=u'  +v t, t=t ' .  
If t >/i + 2, u + v >~ i + 1, then t t t> i + 2, u' + v' i> i + 1. We consider the general case. 
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Generally, we assume t,t'>li + j, u + v, u' + v'>~i + j - 1, where j>/2. We 
have 
[wi+j+ l ]p( G6(s, t, u, v ) ) = ( -  1 )m-( i+j+ l ) t~t,i+ j "~ ( - -  1 )m-(i+j-1) t~u+v,i+j_ 1 .3ff O~, 
[wi+j+ l ]p( G6(st , t l, u t, vl) ) : ( -  1 )m-(i+Y+l ) 6t,,i+j + ( -  1 )m--(i+j--1) ~u, +v,,i+j_ 1 "q- O~, 
where • is a number which only depends on i and j. There are 4 cases to be considered. 
Case l : If t : i + j, u + v = i + j - l, then t' = i + j, u' + v' = i + j -1 .  
Case2: If t - - i+ j ,  u+v>~i+j,  then t '= i+ j ,  u~ +vt>~i+j. So t=t ' ,  u+v:u '  +v'. 
Case3: If t >~ i + j + 1, u + v = i + j - 1, then t' >~ i + j + 1, u' + v' = i + j - 1 
(Lemma 1). So t --- t', u + v = u' + v'. 
Case4: If  t>~i+j+ 1, u+v>>.i+j ,  then t '>>.i+j+ 1, u' +v '>~i+j .  Turn to the 
general assumption. [] 
Theorem 3. (1) HC (Gl(Ct, fl)) i f  and only if H is a relative Of Gl(Ct, fl). 
(2) Let (e , f , f )¢ (2 ,4 ,3 ) .  Then HE (G2(e,f ,9)) if  and only if H is a relative of  
G2(e, f ,  9). 
(3) I f  (p, q) ~ (4, 5), then G3(p, q) is chromatically unique. 
(4) HC (G3(4, 5)) i f  and only if H is G3(4,5), G2(2,4,3) or a relative ofG2(2,4,3). 
(5) HE  (G4(2,/z)) i f  and only i f  H is a relative of  G4(2,#). 
(6) Gs(r, l) is chromatically unique. 
(7) Let (s , t ,u+v)  ~ Ui~2{(i , i+ 2 , i+ 1),(i+ 1 , i+3 , i -  1)}. Then HE (G6(s,t,u, v)) 
if  and only if H :G6(s , t ,u%v I) with u' + v I =u  + v. 
(8) H E (G6(i, i + 2, u, v)) with u + v : i + 1 if and only if H = G6(i, i + 2, u", v") 
with u" + v" = i + 1, or H = G6(i + 1, i + 3, u', v') with u ~ + v' = i - 1. 
Proof. (1) Since 
[w2]P( G1 ) = O, 
[w2]p( G2 ) = [w2]p( G3 ) = [w2]p( G4 ) = ( -  1 )m-l, 
[w2]p(G5 ) = [w2]p(G6 ) = 2(-  1 )m-l, 
Gl is not chromatically equivalent to G2, G3, G4, G5 or G6. Therefore, HE (Gl(~,fl)) 
is a graph of type (1). By Lemma 2(1), H is a relative of Gl(~,fl). 
(2) From the proof of part (1), G2 is not chromatically equivalent to G1, Gs or G6. 
Now we compare the chromatic polynomials of G2 and G3. 
Since 
[w3]e(G2)=(-1)m-lt~e, 1, [w3]p(G3)=O. 
Thus G2 is not chromatically equivalent to G3 if e = 1. We suppose /> 2. We have 
[wa]p(G2) = ( -  1)m-4~f,3 q- (-l)m-4t~g,3 Jr- ( -  1)m-2~e,2, 
[w4]p(G3 ) = 2( -  1 )m-4 -'1- (-- 1 )m--4t~q. 3 "4- ( -- 1 )m--4t~p, 3. 
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G2 is not chromatically equivalent to G3 if g >/4, e >I 2(P(G2) ~ P(G3)), or # = f = 3, 
e = 2 (the number of 5-cycle in G2 is not equal to the number of 5-cycles in G3) or 
g=3,  f>~4, e=2,  p=3.  We suppose #=3,  f~>4, e=2,  q>~p>>.4. 
Since 
[wS]p(G2) = ( -1 )  m-5 + ( -  1)m-56f,4, 
[wS]P(G3) = ( -  1)m-56q, 4 + ( -1 )m-56p,  4 --[- ( -1 )  m-3,  
G2 is not chromatically equivalent to G3 if f = 4, q/> p ~> 5 or f = q = p = 4 or f >t 5, 
p = 4 or f >~ 5, q >~ p >1 5([w6]p(G2) ¢ [w6]p(G3)). We suppose f = 4 = p, q >/5. 
Since 
(w + 1)2p(G2(2,4,3),w + 1) = (w + 1)2p(G3(4,5),w ÷ 1) 
= W 14 _ W 10 _[- W 9 _ 2w 8 + W 6 _ 2w 5 
+2w 4 -- w 2 -k w, 
we have G2(2,4,3)~ G3(4,5). Note that G2(2,4,3) is not isomorphic to G3(4,5). 
We next compare the chromatic polynomials of G2 and G4. Since 
[w3]p(G2)=(-1)m-16e, 1, [w3]p(G4)=(-1) m-l. 
G2 is not chromatically equivalent to G4 if e >/2. Let e = 1. We have 
[w4]p(G2 ) = ( -  1 )m-4 (~f , 3 q- ( -  l )m-4 (~o, 3, 
[wn]p(G4) = ( -1 )  m-2 q- ( -  1)m-462, 3. 
Thus G2 is not chromatically equivalent to G4 if 2=3,  f>~4 or 2 )4 ,  f=9=3 or 
2 )4 ,  f>~9>~4. If 2=3,  f=#=3,  then G4(3,4) is a relative of G2(1,3,3). If 2 )4 ,  
f ~> 4, 9 = 3, we have 
[wS]P(Gz) = (_1)  m-5 + ( -  1)m-56y,4 , 
[wS]p(G4) = ( -  l )m-562, 4 + (-- 1 )m-56/~,4. 
If f=2=p=4,  then G4(4,4) is a relative of G2(1,4,3). If f=2=#=4 does not 
hold, then G2 is not chromatically equivalent to G4. 
In general, if (e,f,9) ¢ (2,4,3), then HC (G2(e,f,9)) is of type (2). From Lemma 
2(2), H is a relative of G2(e,f,9). 
(3) Since 
[w3]p(G3)=O, [w3]p(G4)=(-1) m-l, 
G3 is not chromatically equivalent to G4. From the proof of parts (1) and (2) above, 
G3 is not chromatically equivalent to G1, G5 or G6. G3 is not chromatically equivalent 
to G2 if (p,q)~ (4,5). So HE(G3(p,q)) is of type (3) if (p,q)~ (4,5). Therefore, 
H= G3(p,q) by Lemma 2(3). 
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(4) If H E (G3(4,5)), then H is of type (2) or (3). If H is of type (3), then 
H= G3(4,5). If H is of type (2), then H is a relative of G2(2,4,3) by Lemma 2. 
(5) From the proof of part (1), we know that G4 is not chromatically equivalent 
to Gl, G5 or G6. From the proof of part (3), we know that G4 is not chromatically 
equivalent o G3. From the proof of part (2), we know that H is of type (4) if 
HE  (G4(2,#)). Thus H is a relative of G4(2,#) by Lemma 2(4). 
(6) From the proof of part (1), we know that G5 is not chromatically equivalent to 
GI, G2, G3 or (74. Since 
,'rl-- 1 [w3]p(Gs)=2(-1)  m-3, [w3]p(G6)=(-1)m-3~s,2 + ( -1 )  6u+v,l, 
G5 is not chromatically equivalent to G6 if s/> 3 or u + v >t2. We assume s = 2 and 
u+v=l .  We have 
[w4]p(G6 ) --- ( -  1 )m-aft, 3 q- 3( -  1 )m-Z, 
[w4]p(Gs) = (--1)m--a~r. 3 q-(--l)m--4~l. 3 q-2(--1) m-2. 
If t=3,  r>~4, then G5 is not chromatically equivalent to G6. 
If t=3,  r=3,  then •=3, s+u+v=3.  So s=2,  u= 1, v=0.  Obviously, G5(3,3) 
G6(2, 3, 1,0). 
If t/> 4, r = l = 3 or t ~> 4, r, l >/4, then G5 is not chromatically equivalent to G6. 
If t>~4, r>~4, l=3,  then we have Gs(r,3) ~ G6(2,r, 1,0). 
In general, H E (Gs(r, l)) is of type (5). From Lemma 2(5), we have H ~- Gs(r, l). 
Thus (Gs(r,/))is chromatically unique. 
(7) and (8). From the proof above, we know that H is of type (6) if H E 
(G6(s,t,u,v)). Let G6(s,t,u,v) ,,, G6(s',fl, u',v'). Since 
[w3]p(G6(s,t,u,v)) ( -1  m--3 m-1 = ) 6s,2 + ( -1 )  6u+v,1, 
[w3]p(G6(s t,t', u', v')) ( -  1 , , -3 )m-I = ) 6s,,2 + ( -1  6,,+v,,1, 
there are 6 cases to be considered. 
Case 1: If s=2,  u+v= 1, then s '=2,  u '+v '= 1. Thus t=t ' ,  s=s ' ,  u+v=u'+v ' .  
Case 2: If s=2,  u + v >~ 2, s' = 2, u' + v' >~ 2, then t = t', s = s', u + v = u' + v' by 
Lemma 2(7). 
Case3: If s1>3, u+v=l ,s '=2,  u '+v '>t2 ,  we have 
[w4]p(G6(s,t,u,v)) (_1)m-4 + (_ m-4 1) 6s,3 + ( -1  m--4 = ) 6t,3 +( -1 )  m-2, 
[w4]e(G6(st, tt, ut, vt)) = ( -1 )  m-4 + ( -1)m-4as, ,3  + 2( -1 )  m-2 + (-1)m-2au,+v,,2  
Thus s=3,  t~>4 and t'~>4, u '+ v'>~3. Since 
[wS]P(G6(s, t, u, v)) = 2( -  1 )m-3, 
[wS]p(G6(s',tt, u',v')) = (--  1)rn-5~t',4 -+- (--1 )m-3 ~u'+v',3, 
we have t t = 4, u' + v' = 3. Since s + t + u + v = s' + t' + u' + v', we have t = 5. Obviously, 
G6(3,5,u,v) ~ G6(2,4,u',v'), where u + v= 1, u' + v' =3. 
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Case 4: I f  s = 2, u + v/> 2, s '  >/3, u' + v' = 1, the results are the same as Case 3. 
Case 5: I f  s />3,  u+v=l ,s '~>3,  u '+v '= l ,  thens=s ' ,  t=t  t, u+v=u'+v t by 
Lemma 2(6). 
Case 6: I fs>~3,  u + v >>. 2, s' >~ 3, u' + v' >>. 2, we may assume t >~ s >~ i >>. 3, u + v >~ i -1 ,  
t'>>.s'>~i>>.3, u' + v'>~i - 1 generally. Since 
[w i+ l ]p (G6(s , t ,u ,v )  ) m- i - I  l ' lm- i - l .~  . = ( -1 )  6t, i + ( - . ,  vs., 
[ l~m- i+ lx  + fl, ~.-- ! Vu+v,i--I 
[w i+ l ]p (G6(s t ,  tt, ut, 1)t)) : ( - l "~m- i - lX  ' " /  t't ,t + ~-£ l~m--i--16'j s ,i 
÷(__!  "tm--i+l£ + ]~, x J Ou,+vt,i--I 
where/~ is a number which depends on i only. There are 8 subcases to be considered. 
Case 6.1: I f  t=s=i ,  u+v=i -1 ,  then t '=s '= i ,  u '+v '= i -1 .  Thuss=s  t, t=t ' ,  u+ 
V=U t + V t. 
Case 6.2: I f  t=s=i ,  u + v>~i, then t '=s '= i ,  u' + v'>>.i by Lemma 1. Thus 
s- - -s  t , t=t  t, u+v=u t+t~ t. 
Case 6.3: I f  t~>i+ 1, s - - i ,  u + v=i -  1, then t'>~i + 1, s t= i ,  u' + v t= i  - 1 by 
Lemma 1. Thus t = t ~, s = s ~, u + v = ut + v t. 
Case 6.4: I f t~>i+l ,  s= i, u+v>>.i, tt >/i+ l, s~= i, ut +v~ >~i, then t = t ~, s= s t, u+ 
v = u' + v' by Lemma 2(7). 
Case 6.5: I f t>~i+ 1, s=i ,  u+v>>.i, t'>>.s'>~i+ 1, u '+v ' : i -  1, then we have 
[wi+2]p(G6(s, t, u, V)) = ( -  1 )"m--i--2Xot.i+ 1 ÷ ( - -  1 )m--i 
m--i m--3 +(-1)  3~+v,i + ( -1 )  3i,3, 
[w i+21p IG tst  t 1 .~m-i-2~ , 1 -~m-i-2g , m-3 J I 6k , t t ,  ut, v t ) )  = ( - -1 )  ~i,3. I . - - l !  Os,i+ 1 +(- -a J  ot , i+  1 + 
Thus t~>i+2,  u+v~>i+l ,  s t= i+ l ,  t ~ /> i+3.  Since 
[wi+3]e(G6(s, t, u, v))  ra--i--3 | "~m--(i+l ).~ = (-1) ¢~t,i+2 +( - -~1 tZu+v,i+l ÷(- -1 )  m- i -2 ,  
[w i+3]p(G6(s t  , t', u', v ' ) )  = ( -  1 )m-i-l, 
we have t = i + 2, u + v = i + 1, s = i, t' = i + 3, u' + v' = i - 1, s '  = i + 1. By calculation, 
we have 
(w + 1)2p(G6(i , i  + 2,u ,v ) )  
= (w + 1 )2P(G6(i + 1, i + 3, u', v '))  
= w 3i+8 _ w3i+ 4 + w i+7 _ w i+6 ÷ w i+5 _ w i+3 + w i+2 _ w i+l 
+(- 1 )3i+3w5 + 2( - 1 )3i+4w4 + 2( - l )3i+7w2 + ( - 1 )3i+8w. 
Therefore G6(i, i + 2, u, v) ~,, G6(i + 1, i + 3, u', v'), where u + v --- i + 1, u' + v' = i - 1. 
Case 6.6: I f  t>>.s>>.i + 1, u + v=i -  1, t'>~i + 1, s '= i ,  u' + v'>~i, then the results 
are the same as Case 6.5. 
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Case 6.7: I f  t> .s>. i+  1, u+v=i -  1, tl>>.s~>~i+ 1, u' +v~=i  - 1, then s=s  ~, t=t '  
by Lemma 2(6). 
Case 6.8: I f  t>~s>~i + 1, u + v>~i, t ~ >~s ~ >>.i + 1, u ~ + v ~ >~i, then turn to the general 
assumption. 
The proof is now completed. [] 
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